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What are you currently responsible for within the LNG Bunkering Sector?
VSL is operating a calibration and test site for LNG flow meters and sampling system to analyse the composition
to calculated the energy of the bought and sold energy of LNG. The flow meters will be used in the LNG Bunkering
Sector.
What organisations/industry do you work with most frequently?
Manufacturers of measuring instruments and the users of these instruments and that includes the larger oil and
gas companies around the world.
Which area of LNG Bunkering do you specialise in?
LNG energy measurement. With good measurement the risk of the mass balance can be reduced as the metering
system you can see as a cash register for your business.
What plans in terms of projects do you have over the next year/2 years?
No big projects are foreseen at this moment.
What are the trends and opportunities for you and / or the sector currently?
We see the sector is expanding fast with new parties that know little about good and solid measurement. You can
see that at one moment in time governments will start taxing LNG as it is a fossil fuel and then measurements
will be more important.
Why is now a good time for The Global LNG Bunkering Experience and what do you expect to gain from
your participation?
We hope that with our contribution other participants will notice that good and solid measurements will benefit
them. Awareness that there are financial risk with buying an selling liquids. When more and more companies are
coming into the LNG Bunkering the price will be under pressure. With good measurements you might be able to
reduce the price for a customer or cost for yourself.
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